
Gen Z
WHO IS

AND WHY DO
THEY MATTER?

We’ve collected several key data points and statistics to help you understand this generation from a high level. In the 
following sections, we’ll use the insights this data gives us to talk about exactly how to cater to this important group.

The largest generation, 
making up 26% 
of the entire population1996 2010

Born between

&

By 2020 Gen Z will make up

40% of all US consumers.

Most diverse generation

representing racial or ethnic 
groups that have, historically, 
been considered minorities. 48% 

General Trends

BRAND-CONSCIOUS
62% find themselves attracted to 
brands viewed as “fun” or “cool”

ATTENTION SPAN
Average attention span is 8 seconds

VALUE-CONSCIOUS
65% say they want real value for 
their money

OPPORTUNITY-CONSCIOUS
88% overall satisfaction with a store is 
impacted by how much selection there is

CONVENIENCE-CONSCIOUS
60% “probably would” or “definitely would” buy 
from a convenience store more often with delivery

Gen Z is the first generation 
to be entirely made up of 

digital natives. 

They have never known a 
time without the internet and 

ttheir lives have largely included 
smartphone technology. 

Tech Usage

55%
use their smartphones 
5 or more hours per day

25%+
use their smartphones for 
10 or more hours per day

73%
follow at least one brand 

on social media

52%
follow three or more 
brands on social media

85%
use YouTube

72%
use Instagram

69%
use Snapchat

Since Gen Z is young, convenience stores currently play a large 
role in their lives and much more so than restaurants. As might 
be expected, Gen Z frequents convenience stores for snacks, 
inexpensive food options, and quick-eating options.

of convenience store shoppers 
as a whole are 16-24 years old21% go to convenience stores 

1-2 times per week62%

go into the store “often” when 
they visit to purchase gas53% for food and drink41%

think there is enough variety 
offered at convenience stores78% visit to get gas24%

Convenience Store Data

Since Gen Z is largely focused on both convenience and spontaneity, 
it makes sense that food delivery and ordering play a large role in 
their lives. One of the interesting points to note is how little brand 
loyalty currently plays into their ordering decisions.

ordered 1-2 times per week39% ordered 3-5 times per week11%

ordered food because of lack 
of time or energy25% ordered to satisfy a craving29%

ordered food via a third-party 
app or website58% ordered food via restaurant 

websites or apps23%

Food Ordering and Delivery 

A large percentage of Gen Z’s discretionary funds goes to food. 
Even with this in mind, though, this is a generation that is very 
much focused on food and the experiences around it. 

spend most of their discretionary 
income on food, though not 
necessarily on meals

78% spend $10-$20 dollars on 
a single meal50%

weighs health benefits when 
making food purchase decisions47% spend more than $20 on 

a single meal
15%

would be willing to eat at 
off-peak times for a discount91% rate “healthy” as very or 

extremely important
55%

Food and Restaurant Data

Since Gen Z is a value-conscious group of people, loyalty programs and the promotions and 
discounts they offer represent a large opportunity for restaurants and convenience 

stores—especially since members of Gen Z aren’t yet members of many loyalty programs

58%
are members of 

2-3 loyalty programs

71%
says that a loyalty card 
makes them more likely to 
visit one store over another

74%
are willing to download an 
app for a loyalty program

68%
want to get loyalty-related 
communications 1-2 times 

per week

Loyalty Information
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